1. Introduction 1.1. Topological classification of ramified coverings of the sphere. For a compact connected genus g complex curve C let f : C → CP 1 be a meromorphic function. We treat this function as a ramified covering of the sphere. Two ramified coverings (C 1 ; f 1 ), (C 2 ; f 2 ) are called topologically equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism h : C 1 → C 2 making the following diagram commutative:
The critical values of topologically equivalent functions, i.e., the ramification points of the coverings, coincide, as do the genera of the covering curves. In his famous paper [H] Hurwitz initiated the topological classification of such coverings in the case when exactly one of the ramification points is degenerate, and the remaining points are nondegenerate. Below we refer to the degenerate ramification point as "infinity", and its preimages are called "poles".
The space of all biholomorphic equivalence classes of generic (that is, with distinct critical values) meromorphic functions on genus g curves with the prescribed orders k 1 , . . . , k n of poles carries a natural topology, a natural 1 Partly supported by the RFBR grant 01-98-00555. 2 Partly supported by the KVA grant for Cooperation between Sweden and the former Soviet Union.
Typeset by A M S-T E X 1 complex structure, and is connected (see [N] ). The C-dimension of this space is µ = K + n + 2g − 2, where K = k 1 + · · · + k n is the number of folds in the covering. The additive group C of complex numbers acts on this space by adding a constant c ∈ C to all meromorphic functions. The Hurwitz space is the space of orbits with respect to this action. There is a unique meromorphic function in each orbit such that the sum of its finite critical values is zero. Hence, the Hurwitz space is naturally identified with the space of meromorphic functions with zero sum of finite critical values. We denote the latter space by H g;k 1 ,...,k n .
For a given set of orders k 1 , . . . , k n , the number of the equivalence classes of topologically nonequivalent ramified coverings with these orders of poles and prescribed nondegenerate ramification points is finite; it is called the Hurwitz number and denoted h g;k 1 ,...,k n . Hurwitz posed the problem of finding h g;k 1 ,...,k n explicitly. Below we express the Hurwitz number in terms of intersection numbers for the Chern classes of certain bundles on the moduli space of complex curves with n marked points.
Let M g;n denote the Deligne-Mumford compactification of the moduli space of complex curves with n marked points, and let L i be the line bundle on M g;n whose fiber at a point (C; x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ M g;n coincides with the cotangent space to C at x i . The (first) Chern class of such a bundle is denoted by ψ i = c 1 (L i ).
The main goal of the present paper is the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. For g = 0, n 3, or for g 1, the Hurwitz number h g;k 1 ,...,k n equals (1) h g;k 1 ,...,k n = (K + n + 2g − 2)! #Aut(k 1 , . . . , k n )
.
Here #Aut(k 1 , . . . , k n ) is the number of automorphisms of the n-tuple (k 1 , . . . , k n ), Λ g;n denotes the Hodge bundle of holomorphic 1-forms over M g;n (a precise definition of this bundle is given below), and c(Λ ∨ g;n ) is the total Chern class of the dual bundle. We admit as usual that the integral of a class with degree different from the dimension of the variety is zero.
Observe that the integral in (1) in case g = 0, n 3 is equal to K n−3 (see Sec. 2.1). It follows that the two exceptional cases g = 0, n = 1, 2 are also covered by (1), provided the integral is understood formally as K n−3 . Our main tool in the proof of the main theorem is the Lyashko-Looijenga mapping described below.
1.2. Lyashko-Looijenga mapping. The Lyashko-Looijenga mapping (the LL mapping in the text and LL in the formulas below) associates to a C-valued holomorphic function the unordered set of its critical values (taking multiplicities into account). It is a classical tool in the study of the geometry of moduli spaces of meromorphic functions. Assume we have a family of functions such that for each member of the family the set of its critical values is finite and contains the same number of elements. Then the LL mapping can be considered as a mapping from the family to the space of monic (i.e. with leading coefficient 1) polynomials in one variable. To do this we associate to an unordered set of complex numbers the monic polynomial whose roots coincide with the elements of the set. The most interesting situation occurs when the LL mapping is of an algebraic nature, and one can compute its multiplicity. We are going to show that this is the case for the Hurwitz spaces.
The Riemann-Hurwitz formula implies that a function belonging to the Hurwitz space has µ = K + n + 2g − 2 finite ramification points. Recall that the sum of the finite critical values equals zero. Therefore the LL mapping can be treated as the mapping to C µ−1 , where the target space is the space of polynomials of the form
and the coefficients d i of these polynomials form a natural set of coordinates in this space. We denote the Lyashko-Looijenga mapping by LL, LL : H g;k 1 ,...,k n → C µ−1 .
The multiplicity of the LL mapping is closely related to the enumeration problem for topological types of ramified coverings.
Proof. Indeed, consider a function f : C → CP 1 with a prescribed set of µ distinct critical values. Such function determines a complex structure on C. A topological equivalence preserves the set of poles of the function, and it can permute only poles of the same order. If the poles are fixed, then, according to the Riemann theorem, the meromorphic function is unique. Thus, the multiplicity of the LL mapping is simply #Aut(k 1 , . . . , k n ) times the number of topological types of meromorphic functions.
1.3. Outline of the proof. In the present section we describe briefly the most important steps in the proof of the main theorem.
We start with the definition of the space P of generalized principal parts. This space is considered as a cone (in the sense of [Fu] ) over the moduli space M g;n of stable curves with n marked points. The fiber of P at a point (C; x 1 , . . . , x n ) consists essentially of n-tuples of principal parts of meromorphic germs with poles of order k i at the marked points. This cone is simply a vector bundle if the orders k i of all poles are equal to 1, but it looses the linearity in the case of larger orders.
Associating to a meromorphic function the n-tuple of its principal parts at the marked points we define an embedding of the Hurwitz space to P. If g = 0, then the completed Hurwitz space simply coincides with the space of generalized principal parts. For g > 0, the Hurwitz space is a subcone in the cone P. The principal parts (p 1 , . . . , p n ) of a meromorphic function f : (C; x 1 , . . . , x n ) → (CP 1 , ∞) at the marked points x i must satisfy the requirement (3)
Res
for any holomorphic 1-form ω on C. We define the completed Hurwitz space as the closure in P of the set of principal parts on smooth curves satisfying requirement (3). The completed Hurwitz space has a natural structure of a cone over M g;n .
The LL mapping extends naturally to the completed Hurwitz space. Its multiplicity can be expressed in terms of the top Segre class of this cone. On the other hand, this top Segre class can be expressed in terms of the total Segre class of the cone of generalized principal parts and of the total Chern class of the Hodge bundle over M g;n . The main difficulty here arises from the fact that relation (3) is satisfied not only by the points of the Hurwitz space, but as well by some other n-tuples of principal parts coming from meromorphic functions on singular curves. The total Segre class takes into account these additional components. Fortunately, however, their impact on the top Segre class, which is the one we are interested in, can be shown to be trivial, and we arrive at the integral (1).
Previous research.
The study of topological types of ramified coverings of the sphere was initiated by A. Hurwitz in [H] . In particular, he suggested there, without a complete proof, an explicit formula for the number of genus 0 ramified coverings of the sphere. We reproduce this formula in Sec. 2. In 1995 it was partially (in the case of simple poles) rediscovered by physicists [CT] . Inspired by their result I. Goulden and D. Jackson [GJ1] came to a proof of the general Hurwitz formula (which they were not aware of). Their approach, mainly purely combinatorial, is presumably close to the original Hurwitz way of reasoning (see the reconstruction of Hurwitz's proof in [S] ). The further development of the same approach resulted in obtaining explicit enumeration of "simple" toric coverings (these formulas are also reproduced in Sec. 2), and a number of other partial results and interesting conjectures in this direction [SSV,GJVn] .
On the other hand, Mednykh [M1,M2] gave, in a sense, a complete answer to the enumeration problem under consideration. Unfortunately, the way of presentation the results does not allow one to extract essential information about the behavior of the numbers and the underlying geometry remains covered.
The Lyashko-Looijenga mapping was involved in the subject by V. I. Arnold [A1] . The mapping itself was introduced by Lyashko (unpublished, see [A2] ) and, independently, by Looijenga [L] as a main tool of investigating the topology of the complement to the discriminant in the space of versal deformations of simple singularities. Arnold reinterpreted the results of Lyashko and Looijenga for the singularities of the A µ series as the topological classification of generic rational ramified coverings of the sphere with one pole and extended them to the case of two poles. Further exploitation of the same tools [GL] led to a new proof of Hurwitz's formula in all its generality. Our present approach is close to that of [GL] , although we consider both a different compactification of the moduli space of curves, and a different fibration over this space. We do not know a direct generalization of the construction of [GL] to higher genera.
On degenerate genus 0 coverings see [GJ2, Z, LZ] . The last years' flash of interest to the topology of Hurwitz spaces is due to the fact that it can be treated as one of the easiest examples of quantum cohomology calculations [KM, V1, GP] . It is also worth mentioning that the LL mapping is the main tool in Dubrovin's construction of various Frobenius structures in Hurwitz spaces [D] .
The results of the present paper were announced in [ELSV] (with a number of mistakes that are corrected here). The main idea of the present proof follows that of [ELSV] , although technical details are different. Since [ELSV] has been published, an independent proof of the formula (1) for the case of all simple poles, k i = 1, appeared in [FnP] . More recently, a proof of (1) for the general case based on the same ideas of virtual localization as the proof presented in [FnP] , appeared in [GV] .
The authors are sincerely grateful to V.I.Arnold who introduced the last three authors to this subject. We are indebted to B. Dubrovin, L. Ernström, C. Faber, A. Gorodentsev, A. Levin, Yu. Manin, S. Natanzon, R. Pandharipande, M. Rosellen and, especially, B. Shapiro and R. Vakil for many fruitful discussions. During the work on this paper the authors enjoyed the hospitality of the University of Stockholm (S.L., A.V.), the University of Rennes (S.L.) , the University of Haifa (M.S.), the Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik (S.L) , and the KTH (S.L., A.V.).
Calculations
2.1. The genus zero case. In the genus zero case the integral in the right hand side of the main formula (1) has the form (4)
and in order to compute it it is sufficient to find the intersection numbers for the monomials
which are special cases, for g = 0, of the monomials
Intersection numbers (5) are nonzero if and only if the degree of the integrand coincides with the dimension of the base,
They are totally determined by the initial condition τ 3 0 0 = 1 and the genus zero case of the string equation
s theorem for genus 0, see [K,W] ). An easy computation gives
This formula was known to physicists for about the last two decades. Hence, the coefficient at k
in the expansion of (4) equals zero if m 1 + · · · + m n = n − 3, and equals
otherwise. Therefore, (4) is nothing but the expansion of (k 1 + · · · + k n ) n−3 . We thus arrive to the expression
where K = k 1 + · · · + k n , which is known since the pioneering work of Hurwitz [H] .
2.2. Calculation of some intersection numbers for higher genera. For g 1 the factor c(Λ ∨ g;n ) in the integrand in (1) is not 1 any more. It has the form c(Λ
where λ i ∈ H 2i (M g;n ). Hence, the calculation of the integral is reduced to the calculation of the integrals of monomials of the form
(for other monomials the integral vanish). These integrals are called Hodge integrals (see [FP1, FP2] ), and their values are known in some special cases. In particular, it is known that
where b g is a constant independent of m j and equal to
From this result we immediately get the following corollary.
Corollary 2.2. The term of the lowest degree in k 1 , . . . , k n in the integral (1) equals, up to a nonzero constant factor,
The factor is M g;1 ψ 2g−2 1 λ g .
In particular, for g = 1 this statement entirely determines the "λ-part" of the integral in the right-hand side of (1). The "λ-free" part of the integral is, in principle, described by Witten's conjecture (Kontsevich's theorem, [W,K] ) for all genera. In addition to the string equation (6), the description includes the dilaton equation
Together with the initial value
this gives a complete description of genus one Hurwitz numbers. In particular, it proves the following elegant closed formula conjectured in [GJVn] and first proved in [GJ3, V2] .
where e i = e i (k 1 , . . . , k n ) is the ith elementary symmetric polynomial in k 1 , . . . , k n .
Proof. It follows from the main theorem and Corollary 2.2 that it is enough to prove that τ m 1 . . . τ m n 1 equals the coefficient at the monomial k
The latter coefficient is equal to
First, assume that all m j 's are distinct from zero, and hence m 1 = · · · = m n = 1. Then, by the dilaton equation,
while the corresponding coefficient in (9) equals
Now, assume that at least one among m j 's is equal to zero, say, m 1 = 0. Define J = {j : m j 1}. It is easy to see that
since e i (m 2 , . . . , m j , . . . , m n ) = e i (0, m 2 , . . . , m n ) and e n (0, m 2 , . . . , m n ) = 0. So, coefficients α m 1 ,...,m n obey the same string equation as τ m 1 . . . τ m n 1 and coincide with the latter for initial values of m j 's. Therefore, they coincide for arbitrary values of m j 's.
Another application of the main theorem is the following generating function for Hodge integrals over moduli spaces with one marked point found first in [FP1] .
Theorem 2.4.
Proof. Follows immediately from the main theorem and the generating function for the Hurwitz numbers h g;k obtained in [SSV] .
Finally, as an immediate corollary of the main theorem we obtain the following statement, which generalizes a conjecture from [GJVn] .
Theorem 2.5. The factor in h g;k 1 ,...,k n given by the integral is the sum of homogeneous symmetric polynomials in k 1 , . . . , k n of degrees n + 3g − 3, n + 3g − 4, . . . , n + 2g − 3.
For other applications of the main theorem see [GJVk] .
Completed Hurwitz spaces

Cones and projective cones. Let
. . be a graded sheaf of O X -algebras over a scheme X. We suppose that S · is locally finitely generated and the sheaf of fields of quotients of S · coincides with that of S 1 . Note that this requirement is weaker than the one used in [Fu] that S · itself is locally finitely generated as an O X -algebra by S 1 . Given S · , we define two schemes over X, the cone S = Spec(S · ) endowed with the action of the group C * due to the grading in S · , and the weighted projective cone P S = Proj(S) (the projectivization of S). Points of P S correspond to non-trivial orbits of the C * -action on S. The projective cone P S is endowed with the canonical line bundle O(1) of quasihomogeneous rational functions of weight 1.
Any vector bundle E has a natural structure of a cone determined by its structure sheaf Sym(E ∨ ) endowed with the natural (integer-valued) grading by degrees.
For two cones S 1 , S 2 over X defined by the sheaves S
3.2. Moduli space of stable curves. The base space of most of the bundles and cones considered in the present paper will be the moduli space M g;n of stable curves with n marked points. Its elements are the biholomorphic equivalence classes of connected compact curves of arithmetic genus g with n marked nonsingular points that are either smooth or have at most ordinary double points as singularities and that admit no continuous group of automorphisms. The last assumption (the stability) is equivalent to the requirement that each rational (of genus 0) irreducible component of the curve contains at least 3 special (marked or double) points, and each elliptic (of genus 1) irreducible component contains at least one special point.
The moduli space M 0;n , n 3 of rational curves is a smooth and compact variety, while for g 1 M g;n is a compact orbifold. By the Deligne-Mumford theorem, the space M g;n is an irreducible projective variety of pure dimension dim M g;n = n + 3g − 3. All the facts about moduli spaces we make use of can be found in [HMo] .
A meromorphic function on a singular curve is a tuple of meromorphic functions, one for each irreducible component of the curve, such that the values of these functions on each two branches meeting at a double point coincide at this point.
3.3. The space of generalized principal parts at a point. Fix a positive integer k. Two germs of meromorphic functions f 1 , f 2 : (C, 0) → (CP 1 , ∞) with poles of order k have the same principal part if their difference f 1 − f 2 has no pole at 0. A principal part is an equivalence class of germs with respect to this equivalence relation. The set of all principal parts with poles of order precisely k carries a natural complex structure. Below, we present a coordinate description of the space of principal parts.
Let x be the germ of a coordinate at the origin 0 ∈ C. Then a principal part can be written in the form
This presentation is not unique: it depends on the choice of the parameter u, and there are k possibilities to make this choice. Hence, the space of expressions of the form (10) covers the space of principal parts with multiplicity k. The group of the covering is Z/kZ, and it acts on the space of expressions (10) according to the rule
where ζ is a primitive root of unity of degree k generating Z/kZ as a subgroup in C * . We call the parameters u, a 1 , . . . , a k−1 the twisted Laurent coefficients of order k.
The group C * of nonzero complex numbers acts on the space of principal parts by multiplication. Up to the above action of Z/kZ, this action of C * can be written in coordinates as
where η = c 1/k . Therefore, it induces the following choice of weights of the parameters u, a i : (12) weight
Consider the algebra of polynomials in twisted Laurent coefficients invariant with respect to the action (11) of Z/kZ. The weights of the coordinates endow this algebra with an integer-valued grading. Denote the spectrum of this algebra by P k .
Lemma 3.1. 1) The graded algebra of Z/kZ-invariant polynomials is independent of the choice of the local coordinate x.
2) The space of principal parts with poles of order k is naturally embedded in P
k as an open dense subset. 3) Its complement A k−1 ⊂ P k carries a natural structure of the quotient of the complex vector space
The twisted Laurent coefficients a 1 , . . . , a k−1 are linear coordinates on A k−1 . The action of Z/kZ is diagonal in these coordinates.
Proof. A direct calculation shows that a coordinate change x = α 1x +α 2x 2 + . . . with α 1 = 0 causes a polynomial change of the variables u, a j of the form
for some constants γ ij . Evidently, this action preserves the Z/kZ-invariance and the grading. Hence, the algebra of invariant polynomials is well-defined. A principal part is given by an element in P k with u = 0, and the set u = 0 is open and dense in P k . Its complement A k−1 ⊂ P k is the spectrum of the quotient algebra of Z/kZ-invariant polynomials modulo the ideal of u-divisible polynomials.
Expression (10) is linear in the coefficients a j . After setting u = 0 the vector space structure on the space A k−1 of these coefficients is introduced in the obvious way
Its independence of the choice of the coordinate x is the result of a direct computation. The space A k−1 is the quotient of A k−1 modulo the action (11) restricted to A k−1 . In order to prove that the coordinates in A k−1 can be chosen invariantly, fix a coordinate x and consider a smooth holomorphic 1-parameter family of principal parts through a, γ : (
Then, the elements of the family can be written in the form
with u(τ ), a j (τ ) chosen uniquely up to the action (11) of Z/kZ. One verifies immediately that the limit values a 1 (0), . . . , a k−1 (0) depend neither on the choice of the coordinate x, nor on the choice of the 1-parameter family through a.
Below, the term generalized principal part of order k means simply a point in P k . Elements of A k−1 are just generalized principal parts with zero leading coefficient.
Now we are going to associate to a point in P k the kth tensor power of a tangent vector at 0 ∈ C 1 . Let L denote the cotangent line at 0. Writing a point p ∈ P k \ A k−1 in the form (10) we associate to this point the principal part u/x with pole of order 1. It is determined uniquely up to the action (11) of Z/kZ on u. This principal part determines the tangent vector at 0 as the linear functional on L:
ω being the germ of a 1-form representing a cotangent vector. The kth tensor power of the constructed tangent vector is an element in (L ∨ ) ⊗k , which depends neither on the choice of the coordinate x, nor on the choice of u. We denote this element by
The mapping φ is extended continuously to the entire P k by setting it identically 0 on A k−1 ⊂ P k .
Lemma 3.2. The dual mapping φ * is a morphism of graded algebras. The zero locus of φ is A k−1 . The multiplicity of φ along A k−1 equals k.
Proof. For a coordinate x fixed, the mapping φ is written as the polynomial u k . By definition of P k , it is a well-defined polynomial of weight 1 on P k . This polynomial vanishes precisely on A k−1 . In order to compute the multiplicity of φ along A k−1 let us count the number of preimages of φ that glue together at a point a = (a 1 , . . . , a k−1 ) ∈ A k−1 as their image u k tends to zero. These are the principal parts with the coor-
. For a generic a ∈ A k−1 all these k points are distinct, and the proof is completed.
3.4. The cones of generalized principal parts. Denote by P i the sheaf of graded algebras over M g;n whose stalk at a point (C; x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ M g;n is the algebra of Z/kZ-invariant polynomials in twisted Laurent coefficients of order k i at x i . Let P i = Spec(P i ) be the corresponding cone over M g;n . The sheaf A i and the corresponding cone A i = Spec(A i ) of generalized principal parts with zero leading coefficients are introduced similarly. Evidently, A i is a subcone in P i .
The direct sum P = P 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ P n of cones will be referred to as the cone of generalized principal parts over M g;n . The cone P contains the subcone A = A 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ A n ; the defining sheaves are denoted by P and A respectively. Similarly, we consider the vector bundles A i and A = A 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ A n over M g;n .
With each cone P i we associate the cone morphism
⊗k i , which takes a principal part of order k i at the ith marked point to the k i th power of a tangent vector at this point. The direct sum of these morphisms determines the morphism ϕ :
Lemma 3.3. 1) The cone A i is the quotient of the vector bundle A i modulo the fiberwise action of the group Z/k i Z. The cone A is the quotient of the vector bundle A modulo the fiberwise action of the group Z/k 1 Z⊕· · ·⊕Z/k n Z.
2) The sheaves A i , A are constant sheaves over M g;n .
3) The zero locus of the morphism
is the cone A i ⊂ P i . The multiplicity of ϕ i along A i equals k i . The zero locus of the morphism ϕ : P → L is the cone A ⊂ P. The multiplicity of ϕ along A equals k 1 . . . k n .
Proof. We need to prove only that A i are constant sheaves. This follows from assertion 4) of Lemma 3.1: treating a j , for j = 1, . . . , k i − 1, as coordinates along fibers of A i and setting a j = 1, a l = 0 for l = j we obtain k i − 1 sections of the cone A i independent at each point of the base. Assertion 3) of the lemma follows immediately from Lemma 3.2.
3.5. Hodge bundle. The Hodge bundle Λ g;n → M g;n is the rank g vector bundle over M g;n whose fiber at a point (C; x 1 , . . . , x n ) is the space of holomorphic sections of the dualizing sheaf over C. For a smooth C, this space simply coincides with the space of holomorphic 1-forms over C. For a singular curve C, an element of the fiber of Λ g;n is a meromorphic 1-form ω on C admitting poles of order at most 1 at the double points and no other poles and such that the sum of its residues along the two branches of the curve meeting at each double point is zero. Below, we use the term a generalized holomorphic 1-form as a synonym for an element of the Hodge bundle.
Let (p 1 , . . . , p n ) be an n-tuple of principal parts with poles of order k i at the marked points x i of a stable curve (C; x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ M g;n . Each principal part p i determines the linear functional ω → Res x i p i ω on the space of generalized holomorphic 1-forms, given by the residue. The residue mapping naturally extends to the entire fiber of P i by setting the residue equal to 0 on the fiber of A i .
The following statement is classical, see e.g. [HMo] .
Theorem 3.4. An n-tuple (p 1 , . . . , p n ) is the n-tuple of generalized principal parts of a meromorphic function f over C with poles of order k i at x i and no other poles if and only if
for any generalized holomorphic 1-form ω on C. Two meromorphic functions with coinciding n-tuples of principal parts at the marked points differ by an additive constant.
3.6. Completed Hurwitz spaces as cones over moduli spaces of curves. Consider the mapping R : P → Λ ∨ g;n taking an n-tuple (p 1 , . . . , p n ) of principal parts to the linear functional ω → Res x 1 p 1 ω + · · · + Res x n p n ω on Λ g;n . Let Z be the zero subscheme of R in P, i.e., Z is given by equations (13).
Another way to understand Z is as follows. Consider a meromorphic function on a stable curve C with poles of order k i at the marked points x i and no other poles. Associating with f the n-tuple of its generalized principal parts at the marked points x 1 , . . . , x n we obtain a point in P. Now Z is the closure of the image of this mapping.
Definition 3.5. The completed Hurwitz space H g;k 1 ,...,k n is the closure in P of the space of n-tuples of principal parts corresponding to meromorphic functions on smooth curves.
The set of points of H g;n that are not obtained from meromorphic functions on smooth curves will be called the boundary of H g;k 1 ,...,k n , and denoted by ∂H g;k 1 ,...,k n .
Lemma 3.6. The completed Hurwitz space has a natural structure of a cone over M g;n .
Proof. Consider the sheaf of ideals defining H g;k g ,...,k n as a subscheme of P. Over each smooth curve such an ideal is generated by the left hand sides of equations (13), which are homogeneous of weight 1, and hence the ideal is C * -invariant. Therefore, it is C * -invariant over each stable curve as well. Now, the sheaf of graded algebras defining H g;k g ,...,k n as a cone is just P modulo this sheaf of ideals.
Remark 3.7. The completed Hurwitz space can be different from the entire subvariety Z ⊂ P given by equations (13). In other words, not each meromorphic function on a singular curve is the limit of a family of meromorphic functions on smooth curves.
The simplest example arises for the case of two poles of order 1 on elliptic curves. Smooth elliptic curves degenerate into singular curves having a smooth elliptic component and a smooth rational component intersecting each other at a double point. The stability condition implies that both marked points belong to the rational component. For a smooth curve C, the space of pairs (p 1 , p 2 ) of principal parts of meromorphic functions at the marked points is 1-dimensional because there is a restriction on the residues given by the holomorphic 1-form on C. For a singular curve C, there is no such restriction since each holomorphic 1-form is trivial on the rational component, and the space of principal parts of meromorphic functions is 2-dimensional. However, not each such function can be obtained as the limit of a family of meromorphic functions on smooth curves. The limit functions form a 1-dimensional subspace in the space of all meromorphic functions with given poles of order one on the rational component.
The Lyashko-Looijenga mapping and its extension
4.1. Functions with vanishing poles. In this section we describe a possible way of thinking about functions with vanishing principal parts. Let (p 1 , . . . , p n ) ∈ Z be a tuple of generalized principal parts, and let (C; x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ M g;n be the underlying stable curve. If (p 1 , . . . , p n ) are nonvanishing, then there exists a meromorphic function f on C with given principal parts p i at the marked points. This function is determined uniquely up to an additive constant. However, if there is a generalized principal part p i with a vanishing leading coefficient, p i ∈ A i , then, for k i > 1, it cannot be reconstructed from the function f , since the principal part of f at x i is 0. The following construction allows one to avoid this ambiguity.
We associate with the curve C and the given tuple of generalized principal parts another curve C with n marked points and a meromorphic functionf on C determined uniquely up to an additive constant. If neither of the generalized principal parts p i has zero leading coefficient, then C simply coincides with C, andf is the same as f . In general case, C is obtained from C by adding rational (i.e., of genus 0) components, one for each generalized principal part with zero leading coefficient. The ith additional rational component intersects C transversally at the ith marked point. The new double point becomes unmarked, and a new marked point x i distinct from the double point is added on the new rational component. To do this we introduce a new local coordinate y = u/x and set x i to be the point y = ∞.
Note that the curve C thus constructed is no more stable since each new rational component contains only two special points: the double point and the marked point. However, recall that we are not adding this unstable curve to M g;n , but rather provide a better understanding of generalized principal parts with zero leading coefficients over stable curves.
The functionf coincides with f on C ⊂ C, and it is extended to the new rational components in the following way. Let us define the monic polynomial
According to assertion 4) of Lemma 3.1, the coefficients of the polynomial a(y) are well-defined up to the action (11) of the group Z/kZ, or, what is the same, up to the change y → ζy of the coordinate y. The extension off to the new rational component coincides, up to an additive constant, with this polynomial. The constant is chosen so that to makef continuous, i.e., it coincides with the value f (x i ) on C.
The following statement is now obvious.
Lemma 4.1. There exists a one-to one correspondence between the set Z and the set of meromorphic functions on curves C with poles of order k i at the ith marked point taken up to an additive constant.
Extension of the LL mapping.
Recall that the Lyashko-Looijenga mapping is defined on a dense subset H g;k 1 ,...,k n in H g;k 1 ,...,k n , and takes it to the space C µ−1 of monic polynomials in one variable of the form
In this section we explain how to extend the LL mapping continuously to the completed Hurwitz space H g;k 1 ,...,k n , and, moreover, to the whole Z.
Theorem 4.2. The Lyashko-Looijenga mapping is a finite covering outside the space of functions with coinciding critical values and it extends to a continuous mapping LL :
equivariant with respect to the action of C * on the left and on the right.
Proof. The assertion that the LL mapping is a covering over the subset of polynomials with distinct roots is a well-known corollary of the Riemann theorem (see, e.g., [A1] ). Let (p 1 , . . . , p n ) ∈ ∂H g;k 1 ,...,k n be an n-tuple of generalized principal parts at the marked points of a curve (C; x 1 , . . . , x n ), which may be singular and have more than one irreducible component.
Letf : C → CP 1 be the function corresponding to (p 1 , . . . , p n ) with the constant chosen arbitrarily. It can happen thatf is constant on some irreducible components of C ⊂ C. Denote by C ′ the union of all irreducible components of C, wheref is constant.
We define the set of critical values off as the union of the following sets:
(1) for each irreducible component of C, wheref is not a constant, the critical values of the restriction off to this component; (2) for each double point, the value off at this point taken with multiplicity 2; (3) for each irreducible component of C of genus g ′ wheref is a constant, the value off on this component taken with multiplicity 2g ′ − 2. Now let us verify that the LL mapping thus extended is continuous. Take a double point θ of the curve C and consider the preimagef −1 (S 1 ) of a small circle S 1 in C centered atf (θ). We are interested in the intersection of this preimage with a small neighborhood of θ in C. Iff is nonconstant on both branches meeting at θ, then this intersection consists of two circles, one on each branch. Iff is nonconstant only on one such branch, then there is only one circle, and it lies on this branch. Finally, iff is constant on both branches, then the intersection in question is empty, and the corresponding double point is called an inner double point. Each of the circles carries a natural number, the degree of its mapping to S 1 underf . This degree coincides with the order of the critical point off on the corresponding branch increased by 1.
Consider now a holomorphic deformation F : C → CP 1 off , where C → C 1 is a holomorphic family of marked genus g curves such that C τ is smooth for τ = 0 and C 0 = C, and the restriction f τ of F to C τ is a meromorphic function, f 0 =f . We do not require that f τ has zero sum of critical values. For a fixed double point θ, consider the preimage F −1 (S 1 ) of the same circle S 1 in C centered atf (θ). Take the connected component of this preimage containing one of the circles on C built above. For a sufficiently small τ = 0, the intersection of this connected component with C τ is a circle, and the degree of its mapping to S 1 under f τ coincides with the number assigned to the circle on C.
Applying the procedure described above for all double points of C we obtain a finite set of circles on each curve C τ for τ small enough. These circles cut each curve C τ into connected pieces of three different types:
(1) pieces, containing marked points. These pieces are in one-to-one correspondence with the irreducible components of C, wheref is nonconstant; (2) pieces, holomorphicaly equivalent to the annulus. These pieces are in one-to-one correspondence with those double points of C, wheref is nonconstant on both branches meeting at this point; (3) pieces of positive genus without marked points. These pieces are in one-to-one correspondence with the connected components of the curve C ′ ⊂ C, the constant locus off . Now let us follow the behavior of the critical points and critical values of f τ on pieces of each three types. Let the index j run over the pieces.
(1) By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, the number of critical points of f τ on a piece of the first type is equal to K j + n j + 2g j − 2 − D j + c j , where K j is the total order of all poles on this piece, n j is the number of marked points, g j is the genus of the corresponding component of C, D j is the total degree of the circles bounding the piece, and c j is the number of these circles. As τ tends to 0, these critical points tend to the critical points off on the corresponding component of C with the double point excluded, and the critical values tend to that off .
(2) The mapping f τ takes an annulus without marked points to the small disk bounded by S 1 . The degree of the mapping is the sum of integers assigned to the boundary circles. The number of critical points of f τ on the annulus coincides with the degree. As τ tends to 0, these critical points tend to the double point, and the critical values tend to the value off at the double point.
(3) The mapping f τ takes a piece of the third type to a disk. The degree of this mapping equals D j , the sum of numbers assigned to the boundary circles. The number of critical values on this piece is 2g j − 2 + D j + c j , where c j is the number of boundary circles, and g j is the (arithmetic) genus of the corresponding connected component C ′ ⊂ C. Further, 2g j − 2 = 2 (g ji − 2) + 2l, where l is the number of inner double points on C ′ , and g ji are the genera of irreducible components of C ′ . As τ tends to 0, the critical values tend to the constant value off on the limit curve. Now, taking the union of all limit critical values over all pieces we conclude that the set of critical values of f τ tends precisely to the set described above.
It is now easy to get the following Corollary.
Corollary 4.3. The LL mapping extended on the whole Z as above is continuous.
Top Segre classes
5.1. Segre classes of vector bundles and cones. This section follows (with slight modification) the approach of [Fu, Ch. 3, 4, 8, 19] . Let X be a nonsingular variety or an orbifold of pure dimension d. Consider a pure dimensional cone S over X, and let π : P S → X denote the projection of the corresponding weighted projective cone.
The Segre class of S is an element in the cohomology ring H * X = H * (X, Q) of X with rational coefficients; it is defined as follows. Consider the value c 1 (O(1)) i ∩ [P S] of the iterated first Chern class of the canonical line bundle on the fundamental cycle of P S; here Chern classes of bundles over cones are considered in the operational sense (see [Fu, Ch. 3] ). This value is an element in the group A * P S of cycles modulo the rational equivalence on the projective cone P S. The mapping π * : A * P S → A * X pushes this element to a cycle in X. The isomorphism A * X ∼ = A d− * X takes this cycle to the Chow ring A * X ( [Fu, Sec. 8.3] ). In its own turn, the Chow ring admits a homomorphic graded mapping cl : A * X → H * X, the class mapping ( [Fu, Corollary 19.2] ). Denote the composition of all these mappings by h : A * P S → H * X. The Segre class of S is defined by the expression
It can be represented uniquely in the form
The class s d (S) is called the top Segre class of the cone S and denoted by s top (S) ; its value X s top (S) on X is a rational number. Lemma 5.3 below expresses the multiplicity of the LL mapping in terms of the top Segre class of the cone H g;k 1 ,...,k n .
For a vector bundle E over X, the Segre class coincides with the inverse Chern class, s(E) = c −1 (E); here the Chern class is understood in the usual sense, as an element in the cohomology ring H * X.
5.2. Segre classes of cones of principal parts. Now we are going to compute the Segre classes we shall require below.
Lemma 5.1. The Segre class of the cone A equals
Proof. Since, by Lemma 3.3, the sheaf A i , which determines the cone A i , is a constant sheaf, the only nontrivial Segre class of A i is its zero Segre class s 0 (A i ). The last one can be found locally, at a fiber of P A i over a point in M g;n . This fiber is the projectivized weighted vector space A k i −1 modulo the action of the group Z/k i Z. Its zero Segre class is the inverse product of the weights of the coordinates divided by the order of the acting group,
In a similar way we get that s 0 (A) is the product of Segre classes s 0 (A i ).
Lemma 5.2. The Segre class of the cone P equals
,
Proof. Consider the sequence of cone morphisms
where A → P is the embedding, and ϕ : P → L is as in Section 3.4. Let π : P P → M g;n be the projection of the projective cone of principal parts to the base. This projection defines the bundle O(1) ⊗ π * (L) → P P. The mapping ϕ determines a section σ ϕ : P P → O(1) ⊗ π * (L) of this bundle in the following way. The value of σ ϕ at a point C * p ∈ P P is equal to 1 p ⊗ π * (ϕ(p)); here 1 p is the element in the fiber of O(1) over C * p that equals 1 on p.
The zero locus Z(σ ϕ ) ⊂ P P of the section σ ϕ is the projectivization of the zero locus of ϕ. By Lemma 3.3, it is P A ⊂ P P taken with multiplicity k 1 . . . k n . It is of pure codimension n in P P. Therefore, by [Fu, Proposition 14 .1], this zero locus represents the top Chern class of the bundle
Thus,
Hence,
and the required assertion follows.
Multiplicity of the LL mapping and Segre classes.
Similarly to the proof of Lemma 5.2, one can associate to the mapping R :
given by the sum of residues at the marked points the section
of the vector bundle over the projective cone P P: σ R associates to a point in P P the linear function on the fiber of π * (Λ g;n ) determined by the residue with the element in the fiber of O(1). By Theorem 3.4, the zero locus of the section σ R is the projectivization P Z of the space Z of meromorphic functions.
Recall that the completed Hurwitz space H g;k 1 ,...,k n is a subcone in the cone P of principal parts.
Lemma 5.3. The multiplicity of the LL mapping LL :
Proof. Denote by Σ ⊂ C µ−1 the discriminant in the target space of the LL mapping, i.e., the subvariety of polynomials having at least two coinciding roots. On the Hurwitz space, the LL mapping is a local covering, and the image of the boundary ∂H g;k 1 ,...,k n is of codimension at least one in the target space. Indeed, for any element of ∂H g;k 1 ,...,k n the underlying curve is singular, and on a singular curve at least two critical values of a meromorphic function coincide, i.e., LL(∂H g;k 1 ,...,k n ) ⊂ Σ. Hence, in order to compute the multiplicity of LL it suffices to compute the number of preimages of a generic point in C µ−1 or, what is the same, the number of C * -orbits in the preimage of a C * -orbit. Define a standard hypersurface in the space C µ−1 of polynomials as the image of a hyperplane in the space of roots with zero sum under the Vieta mapping V : C µ−1 → C µ−1 taking the set of roots to the set of coefficients. A generic orbit of the C * -action in the space of coefficients is an irreducible component in the intersection of µ − 2 standard hypersurfaces in general position. Therefore, in order to compute the multiplicity of the LL mapping it is sufficient to compute the selfintersection index of the preimage of a standard hypersurface under LL. The preimage of a standard hypersurface under the Vieta mapping consists of µ! hyperplanes, hence the preimage of a standard hypersurface under the LL mapping corresponds to µ!c 1 (O(1) ). The intersection index of µ − 2 such preimages is precisely the degree of
or, which is the same, the value of s top (H g;k 1 ,...,k n ) on M g;n times (µ!) µ−2 . Now consider the intersection of preimages of µ−2 standard hypersurfaces under the LL mapping. Evidently, the number of irreducible components in this intersection divided by the multiplicity of the LL mapping equals the number of intersections of preimages of the same standard hypersurfaces under the Vieta mapping divided by the multiplicity of the Vieta mapping. However, in the space of roots the preimages of standard hypersurfaces are just the sets of hyperplanes, so in this space the intersection contains (µ!) µ−2 irreducible components. Recalling that the multiplicity of the Vieta mapping is µ! we obtain the required expression.
By the definition of the LL mapping, LL −1 (C µ−1 \Σ) ⊂ H g;k 1 ,...,k n . Denote by Z ′ ⊂ Z the union of all irreducible components of Z that are not contained in H g;k 1 ,...,k n . We have
Proof. The inverse image LL −1 (0) is the zero section of Z (all twisted Laurent coefficients equal 0). Therefore, the projectivized LL mapping P LL is well-defined and it maps P Z to P C µ−1 and
′ is induced from a line bundle on a variety of dimension µ − 3, and the lemma is proved.
Lemma 5.5.
Proof. Recall that P Z ⊂ P P is the zero locus of the section σ R :
. Such a construction works for an arbitrary vector bundle E → X over a pure dimensional scheme X and a section η : X → E of this bundle (see [Fu, Sec. 14.1, 6 .1]). Let e denote the rank of E, and let Z(η) ⊂ X be the zero locus of η. The normal cone N to Z(η) in X is naturally embedded, as a subcone, in the total space of the vector bundle E restricted to Z(η) in the following way. A tangent vector ξ ∈ T z X to X at a point z ∈ Z(η) is taken to the tangent vector dη(ξ) ∈ T η(z) E treated as an element of the fiber E z of E at z, which is identified naturally with the quotient space E z = T η(z) E/T z X. The normal cone to each irreducible component of Z(η) in X has the same dimension as X itself, and [N ] is a cycle of codimension e in A * E| Z(η) . Proposition 14.1 from [Fu] states that the image of N under the isomorphism τ : A * E ∼ = A * −e X is a codimension e cycle in A * −e X representing the localized top Chern class of the bundle E on X.
In particular, each irreducible component of Z(η) of codimension e in X enters the class [D] with some positive multiplicity, which is determined by the behavior of the section η along this component.
Applying the construction above to the vector bundle O(1) ⊗ π * (Λ ∨ g;n ) over P P and the section σ R we obtain a cycle [D] ∈ A µ−2 P P such that
Therefore, one has
The construction above provides a representative D of the class [D] that is contained in Z. We set [D H 
Let us prove now that P H g;k 1 ,...,k n represents the class [D H ]. As we have seen above, this is true up to multiplicity, since the codimension of P H g;k 1 ,...,k n in P P is g. Now we are going to prove that the section σ R is transversal to the zero section of the bundle O(1) ⊗ π * (Λ ∨ g;n ) at a generic point of P H g;k 1 ,...,k n , and hence the multiplicity in question is precisely 1.
In the next section we give another proof of this statement in a more general situation.
Fix a generic point in P H g;k 1 ,...,k n . Such a point is a smooth stable curve (C 0 ; x 0 1 , . . . , x 0 n ) endowed with an n-tuple (p 0 1 , . . . , p 0 n ) of principal parts at the marked points taken up to a common nonzero multiplier and such that: 1) the leading terms of the principal parts do not vanish; 2) the mapping f 0 : C 0 → CP 1 with given principal parts has distinct critical values;
3) the principal parts p 0 i satisfy linear equations (13) for any holomorphic 1-form ω on C 0 . For the sake of brevity, below we denote the chosen point simply by C 0 . By B we denote the g × K matrix of equations (13); fix a basis ω 1 , . . . , ω g of holomorphic 1-forms on C 0 and a germ of a coordinate at each of the points x 0 j , then the entries of B are the coefficients of the expansion of ω i at the point x 0 j up to the order k j − 1 in the chosen coordinate. The tangent space to the total space of the bundle O(1) ⊗ π * (Λ ∨ g;n ) over P P at C 0 splits naturally into the direct sum of the horizontal tangent space along the base and the vertical tangent space along the fiber of the bundle. The vertical tangent space is naturally identifed with the space Λ ∨ (C 0 ) of linear functionals over the space of holomorphic 1-forms on C 0 . The section σ R is transversal to the zero section if and only if the projection of the image of dσ R to the vertical tangent space is a surjection. We denote the composition of dσ R with the projection to the vertical tangent space by dσ R :
In this case rankB = g since C 0 is a generic point of P H g;k 1 ,...,k n (see Brill-Noether theory, e.g. in [ACGH] ) and surjectivity is evident from linear algebra and can be achieved only by variation of coefficients of Laurent polynomials.
2. k 1 + · · · + k n g. This situation can happen only if g 2 since there are no meromorphic functions on elliptic curves with a single pole of order 1. We are going to construct a g-dimensional subspace in the tangent space T C 0 P P such that the restriction of dσ R to this subspace is of rank g.
We start with associating to each unmarked point y ∈ C 0 and a coordinate z in a neighborhood of y the germ of a holomorphic curve in P P passing through (C 0 ; p 0 i ). Let δ ∈ C be a complex parameter. Fix the complex structure of C 0 at a neighborhood of any point in C 0 distinct from y and construct a new coordinate w δ in a neighborhood of y in the following way. We set w δ = z+ δ z in the annulus |δ| 1/3 < |z| < 1 and extend w δ inside the disk |z| ≤ |δ| 1/3 as a homeomorphism onto the interior domain of the image of w δ . The tangent vector to the family of deformations of the complex structure thus constructed is called the first-order Schiffer variation centered at the point y, see [HMo, Ch. 3B] . It does not depend, up to a constant factor, on the chosen coordinate z. Now, the germ of a holomorphic curve in P P is determined by the Schiffer variation of the complex structure centered at y, the marked points x i having constant coordinates with respect to the fixed local complex structres, and the principal parts p i having constant coordinate presentation in the same fixed local coordinates. We denote the tangent vector to such a curve at C 0 by τ y . It is easy to see that the mapping dσ R takes the vector τ y to the following functional on the space of holomorphic 1-forms on C 0 :
where c(y) is a constant depending on y. Choosing points y 1 , . . . , y g ∈ C 0 in general position we obtain g vectors τ y 1 , . . . , τ y g whose images under the mapping dσ R are linearly independent, since the images of g points on C 0 in general position under the canonical mapping span a (g − 1)-dimensional subspace. Hence
, and hence
and the result follows. Combining the assertions of Lemmas 5.2, 5.3, and 5.5, we obtain the proof of the main theorem.
Local study of the LL map
Our setup will be the following. We have a smooth and proper map f : C → S of relative dimension 1. Even though many of the results will be true generally, we assume that Q is contained in Γ(S, O S ). We fix a genus g and a degree d and consider the moduli stack M g;d (C/S) of families of semistable curves D k → T over an S-scheme T of genus g together with an S-map to D h → C fiberwise finite and of degree d. Our aim is first to define a stratification by subschemes of M g;d (C/S) on whose strata the local structure of the map D → S is fixed. For this we will need the following lemma.
Definition-Lemma 6.1. Let π : X → S be a finite flat map, where S is a scheme over Spec Q.
induced by the relative trace map has locally constant rank (in the schematic sense), then there exists a (unique) closed subscheme X f red ֒→ X such that for any geometric point s → S, X f red s is the reduced subscheme of Xs. Furthermore, X f red is finité etale over S. We will call this subscheme the fiberwise reduced subscheme.
is of locally constant rank if and only if the function that to a point of S associates the number of geometric points above it on X is locally constant.
Proof. Consider the relative trace map Tr : π * O X → O S and the associated trace pairing (f, g) → Tr(f g). This induces a map π * O X → Hom O S (π * O X , O S ). By assumption, the codimension of this radical is locally constant, so that the trace pairing has locally constant rank and the kernel of
is a sub-vector bundle. This kernel is clearly an ideal, and the closed subscheme defined by it is fiberwise reduced subscheme. As π * O X → Hom O S (π * O X , O S ) has locally constant rank, this subscheme is flat; it is also clearly fiberwiseétale, and henceétale, and it is clearly finite.
Finally, as we are in characteristic zero, for any geometric points → S, the kernel of the map π * O X → Hom O S (π * O X , O S ) equals the radical of the structure sheaf of Xs. Hence, its rank is the number of geometric points over s.
We want to apply this lemma to the ramification and branch loci, but before we can do that we need to define these loci in the presence of singularities of the fibers of D → S. Indeed, this can be verified on the open dense subset where h isétale and then, being local in theétale topology, we may assume that D is a disjoint union of copies of C in which case we reduce to the case of one copy by the fact that both sides are additive over disjoint unions. This latter case is obvious.
In our case we can now go backwards; as h is finite and f smooth, h is flat and it is assumed to be finite, so we may consider its trace map as a global section of ω D/C , the relative dualizing sheaf, and then tensoring with h * ω C/S we get a map h * ω C/S → ω D/S . Now these two sheaves are S-flat and the map, which commutes with base change, is fiberwise injective, and hence the map is injective with an S-flat cokernel. We tensor the map with the inverse of ω D/S to define a finite and S-flat subscheme R of D by the exact sequence 0 → ω
This is by definition the ramification locus of h. We then define the branch locus, B, as Div(h * O R ) (cf. [Mu, Ch. 5, §3 ] ). Then the branch locus also commutes with base change and is finite and flat over S.
Remark 6.2. This definition is a special case of [FnP] , the definition given here is somewhat more explicit. A consequence of that is that it is clear, by a local calculation, that it extends to the case when the base also is allowed point we may also complete C along the branch locus and hence assume that C = Spec A [[t] ] and then also D will be the spectrum of a complete local ring T . Assume first that D is smooth over S ′ . We begin by showing that the lifting, if it exists, is unique. For this we assume that we can choose a generator s ′ for the defining ideal of the section of D → S ′ with the property that s ′ e = t, where e is the (local) degree of f . We then make an arbitrary lift of s ′ to an element s of the defining ideal of the section of D → S (a lifting now supposed to exist). We then can write t as a power series ∞ i=0 a i s i . As the deformation is supposed to be equisingular, we have that dt/ds is a unit times s e−1 . This forces a i = 0 for 0 < i < e, so that t is of the form a 0 + s e g, where g is a unit, as it is so in A ′ [[t] ]. Hence after possibly changing s (but keeping its image in A ′ [[t] ] the same) we may assume that t = a 0 + s e . However, the fact that the reduced branch locus should be given by t forces a 0 = 0, which gives uniqueness. Existence is now trivial, as we may assume that D |S ′ has the standard form given by s e = t. The case when D is singular is very similar and left to the reader.
For any finite set M of finite sets of integers e i 2, M = {{e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e k 1 }, . . . , {. . . , e n }}, such that 2g − 2 = (2g(C) − 2)d + i (e i − 1) we define M g;M (C/S) to be the equisingular stratum of M g;d (C/S), with local degrees of ramification 2 over the points of the branch locus given by M . Specializing even further, we let M
′ be the open subset of M g;M (P 1 / Spec Q) for which D is smooth, where M has the form {{e 1 , . . . , e n }, {2}, {2}, . . . , {2}}. By Proposition 6.3, M ′ is smooth and so is then clearly also M, the closed substack for which the point of the branch locus with ramification behavior {e 1 , . . . , e n } equals ∞. We now let M f be the stack over M where the D has been provided with n sections such that the fiberwise reduced ramification locus over ∞ is the disjoint union of these sections together with a jet of a local coordinate up to order e i at the ith section. The map M f → M is evidently smooth and thus so is M.
Suppose we have the following data: A family k : D → S of smooth proper connected curves, n disjoint sections s i , a jet of order e i of a local coordinate at the s i and a polar part p i wrt to the coordinate of order exactly e i at the s i . We then get a map k * ω D/S → O D given by ω → i Res s i p i ω and we assume that it is zero. This condition may also be interpreted as follows. Consider the line bundle O i e i s i on D. We have the natural section given by the fact that the divisor is effective, giving us a short exact sequence
where D is the sheaf of polar parts of the appropriate orders at the s i . Pushing down by k we get an exact sequence
The p i give a section of k * D, and the map k * ω D/S → O D is the image of this section in R 1 k * O D . The fact that it is zero thus gives a vector bundle E which is an extension of O S by O S mapping to k * O i e i s i . As a further datum we require a splitting of E making it a trivial bundle. The two sections of k * O( i e i s i ) we get in this way have no common base points, and thus give an S-map D → P 1 S . We further require that outside of ∞ this map only have simple singularities (in the sense of S being equal to the appropriate equisingular stratum). We will let N denote the moduli stack of such data.
Proposition 6.4. The two stacks M f and N are naturally isomorphic. In particular, N is smooth.
Proof. By looking at the polar parts of the rational function 1/x on P 1 we get a map M f → N , and by looking at the map D → P 1 N given by the two sections of k * O i e i s i we get a map for which all of N is the equisingular stratum given by {{e 1 , . . . , e n }, {2}, . . . , {2}}, as outside of ∞ this is built into the definition of N , and at ∞ this follows from the specification of the polar parts of 1/x. This gives a map N → M f , and it is clear that these two maps are each other's inverses.
